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the virus's filter is extremely flexible, ranging from a low-pass filter that can be used to enhance the overall bass content in a mix to a
high-pass filter that can be used to create a sound resembling a filter driven oscillator. the virus's filter can also be bypassed, allowing

you to use the oscillator as a high-pass filter and the modulator as a low-pass filter. the result is an extremely versatile filter with a
wide range of sonic possibilities. the virus's patch memory gives you access to the original patching scheme, with all the original

patches loaded into the memory. the virus's patch memory can also be used to control the gui, which allows you to browse the original
patch list and create or import new patches. the virus's arpeggiator has two levels, allowing for a traditional arpeggiator and a poly-

rhythm arpeggiator with up to 64 steps. the virus's arpeggiator can be used to create a variety of rhythmic sequences using the
virus's rhythm section, or in combination with other oscillators to create complex rhythmic sequences. the virus's effects are handled

by an analog style effect section that includes two powerful analog delay lines, two powerful analog reverbs, an analog chorus, an
analog echo, an analog noise gate and an analog distortion. all of the virus's effects work in conjunction with its filter, allowing you to

create an endless variety of soundscapes and effects. the virus's digital section offers a wide range of classic synth sounds that can be
used to create complex and dynamic sounds. the digital section features a dual delay line with four distinct delay times.
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A few years ago people started to send me their old Virus files, and I began to work with them to convert them to the
current Viper specs. With time and perseverance, and a lot of patience and cleaning work, I managed to finish this

archive. Feel free to try it out, this is the best quality I have been able to achieve yet. The files have been divided into
4 folders named Virus Original, Viper Original, Virus Convert and Viper Convert. The files on the original Virus are not

compatible with the current Viper and they sound terrible, they sound wayyyy worse than the conversion files found in
the convert folders. The new Synthesizer has been designed so the user can add a custom set of parameters to

override the default virus parameters. The Virus sounds terrible, original Virus sounds never sounded this bad, so my
friends and I worked hard and spent many hours trying to fix and clean these samples in the Virus folder. So this Virus

sounds like a real Virus, not an mp3 converter. The download comes with 6 Virus patches . Each patch contains the
original Virus samples and the converted Viper samples, the user can replace the samples with his own ones. Equal

temperament circumnavigates this problem by adopting a compromise. Essentially, if the frequency ratio of an octave
interval is exactly 2:1 (in other words, any given note is exactly twice the frequency of the octave below it), and if the

frequency ratio of all 12 semitones in between is constant, then chords in any key should sound equally good or
equally bad, depending on your cultural upbringing! That constant frequency ratio, incidentally, is 1:1.059463.

However, as one who failed maths 'O' level three times, I really must refer you to the 'Addendum VC OS 6' PDF file
that accompanies the OS 6 download for a full explanation of the mathematics! 5ec8ef588b
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